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We use spetra overing the outer part of the extended wing of the solar Ca II K line observed at

high angular resolution with the Swedish Vauum Solar Telesope to test standard solar uxtube

models. The wings of the Ca II resonane lines are formed in LTE both with ragard to exitation

(soure funtion) and to ionization (opaity) and, therefore, sample temperature strati�ations in

relatively straightforward fashion. We obtain best �ts by ombining steeper temperature gradients

than those in the standard models for both the tube inside and the tube environment. Similary

steep gradients are also determined from a numerial magnetoonvetion simulation by the late

A.S. Gadun. We found that the energy balane in the individual magneti elements appears to be

lose to radiative equilibrium throughout the photosphere.

INTRODUCTION

Plage and network on the solar surfae onsist of disrete magneti elements that have been modeled as mag-

netostati uxtubes sine the pioneering work of Spruit [14℄. Observationally they are known as �ligree (e.g.

[3℄) and network bright points. They appear bright through the hot-wall radiation whih esapes through

the relatively empty tube interior, as already proposed by Spruit and asertained more reently from detailed

magnetoonvetion simulations.

The extended wings of the Ca II H&K lines in the solar spetrum provide valuable diagnostis of the

temperature strati�ation of the solar photosphere. In this paper we use them to derive suh strati�ation

for individual magneti elements of the type whih grouped together onstitute ativer-region plage. We so

follow the lassial example of H&K plage modeling by [11℄, but exploit the subsequent improvement in angular

resolution to diagnose individual magneti elements rather than spatially unresolved plage. Sine the advent of

high-order adaptive optis at new meter-lass solar telesopes promises substantial further advane, our analysis

represents a pilot study for Ca II H&K wing spetrometry at yet higher resolution.

We reverted to simple one-dimensional modeling when we found this atually produed results with higher

onsisteny from our high-resolution spetra. We therefore make the basi assumption that the uxtube �lling

fator approahes unity for the seleted bright-point pixels. This is obviously optimisti, but this approah will

beome inreasingly realisti.

OBSERVATIONS

We use a subset of the observations desribed in [9℄. They were obtained with the former Swedish Vauum Solar

Telesope (SVST) on La Palma and onsist of simultaneous spetrograms and �ltergrams of the leading sunspot

of ative region NOAA 8704 taken on September 22, 1999 using orrelation traking and frame seletion. The

spot was loated at 20.0

Æ

S, 4.0

Æ

E, � = 0:88.

The data redution inluded dark-frame subtration, at-�eld division, orretion for straylight, and noise

�ltering as detailed in [9℄

Fig. 1 displays our data. The strip images at left are a utout from a �ltergram taken with a 12

�

A G-band

�lter entered on � = 4305

�

A and a utout of a Ca II K slitjaw �ltergram reorded with a 3

�

A wide �lter entered
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Figure 1. SVST data used in this study, taken on September 22, 1999 of ative region AR8704. The two strip

images at left are segments of G-band and Ca II K �ltergrams, respetively. The superimposed vertial line

de�nes the slit loation. The orresponding Ca II K spetrogram is shown at right. The arrows speify the

loations along the slit for whih we analyse Ca II K wing spetra, identi�ed by their pixel row numbers at

right.

at Ca II K (3933.7

�

A). The loation of the spetrometer slit is indiated with superimposed vertial lines. The

arrows identify the nine bright points seleted for this study.

The Ca II K spetrogram at right is a 350 ms exposure with the SVST's Littrow spetrometer. It was taken

synhronously with the Ca II K slitjaw �ltergram. The slit width of 25 �m orresponds to 0.23 arse angular

and 30 m

�

A spetral resolution. The 9 �m pixel size of the CCD amera orresponds to 11 m

�

A spetral and

0.083 arse spatial sampling. The telesope di�ration limit was 0.2 arse at Ca II K and is nearly reahed

in this high-quality spetrogram. The seleted bright streaks may not be fully resolved but they are relatively

well-de�ned.

METHOD

For eah bright point seleted in Fig. 1 we derive empirial best-�t models through trial-and-error adjustment of

the temperature strati�ation in a one-dimensional magnetostati thin-uxtube model until the omputed Ca

II K wings math the observed ones. We use the SPANSAT ode desribed by [5℄ for LTE spetral synthesis of

the full overlapping H&K lines inluding superimposed blends. It omputes optial intensity spetra ontaining

any seletion of overlapping spetral lines from a given one-dimensional model atmosphere. The spetral line

parameters were taken from the database at URL http://www.hitran.om.

A major problem that formerly a�eted suh line-wing synthesis onerned the amount of ollisional damping

by neutral hydrogen atoms. It was ommonly fudged through the appliation of an arbitrary \damping en-

hanement fator", but this unertainty has largely vanished with the quantum-mehanial estimation method

of [1℄ whih we apply in our ode.

Another lassi problem is posed by the \line haze" onsisting of the multitude of unresolved weak lines

in this part of the spetrum. Unfortunately this problem remains even in the presene of large spetral line

databases. We apply saling fators to the ontinuous opaity as omputed from the standard soures to mimi

its existene.
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Figure 2. Adaptation of the HSRA-SP standard model. Left: solar disk-enter intensity spetrum in the

Brault-Nekel atlas [7℄ onverted to brightness temperature. The fat solid line marks the segment overed by

the spetrogram in Fig. 1. The squares result from spetrum synthesis with HSRA-SP-M whih was onstruted

by �tting the wing windows. Bottom: HSRA-SP-M temperature strati�ation (solid) ompared with the HSRA-

SP (dashed) models. The height sale has its zero point at �

5

= 1 for eah model.

For eah new tube-interior temperature strati�ation in our trial-and-error �tting, the SPANSAT ode is

ombined with re-omputation of the gas and eletron pressures assuming vertial hydrostati equilibrium and

inluding LTE evaluation of the ionization equilibria for all pertinent elements. The proedure also inludes

thin-tube horizontal magnetostati evaluation of the magneti �eld strati�ation. It follows Eqs. 1{3 of [2℄,

whih fully de�ne isolated thin magnetostati uxtubes by the inside and outside temperature strati�ations

plus the values of the tube radius, �eld strength, and outside gas pressure at the tube base. The outside model

(HSRA-SP-M) and the standard uxtube model (PLA) from whih we take the base values are disussed next.

As outside quiet-sun model we use a doubly modi�ed version of the HSRA. It was extended as HSRA-SP

into deeper layers by [13℄ taking onvetive energy transport into aount. Our own modi�ation, whih we

all HSRA-SP-M heneforth, is a Ca II H&K �t to the Brault-Nekel atlas [7℄. The orresponding HSRA-SP-M

model in the lower panel of Fig. 2 is indeed 100{150 K hotter than the HSRA (or HSRA-SP) in the middle

photosphere.

We use the standard uxtube model PLA for solar plage onstruted by [12℄ as the initial model de�ning our

uxtube base input parameters. They are, respetively, uxtube diameter 200 km, �eld strength 2500 Gauss,

and outside gas pressure 5 10

5

dyne/m

2

.

The spetral intensities were alibrated to absolute intensities through the quiet-sun disk-enter �t to the

Brault-Nekel atlas obtained with the line-haze orretions and HSRA-SP-M modi�ation desribed above.

Spetral synthesis for � = 0:88 with these �tting parameters was found to orrespond well with the Brault-
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Figure 3. Bright point spetra and model �ts. The

traings are absolute intensities derived from the

Ca II K spetrogram in units watt m

�2

ster

�1

�

A

�1

.

Thik: individual bright point spetra. The slit lo-

ation is indiated by its pixel row number. Thin:

quiet-sun average over the lowest 10 pixel rows, re-

peated in eah panel as referene. Plusses: absolute

intensities from our best-�t model for eah bright

point. The orresponding temperature strati�a-

tions are shown in Fig. 3. Stars: absolute intensities

omputed from the PLA model with spatial \wine-

glass" averaging over magnetostati uxtubes, the

same in eah panel.

Nekel atlas. The observed spetrogram brightness sale was then onverted into absolute units by mathing the

average of the quiet-sun part sampled in the lowest ten pixel rows of our spetrogram (Fig. 1) to this syntheti

spetrum.

RESULTS

Fig. 3 shows the observed Ca II K wing spetra for the nine seleted bright points marked in Fig. 1. The plus

symbols in Fig. 3 show the results from our one-dimensional �tting through trial-and-error adjustment of the

temperature strati�ation inluding reomputation of the hydrostati densities, ionization equilibria, ontinuous

and line opaities, and magneti �eld strati�ation. The orresponding best-�t temperature strati�ations are

shown in Fig. 4, with the HSRA-SP-M and PLA models added for referene. The superimposed symbols

mark the model temperatures that equal the observed brightness temperatures at the wavelengths marked by

similar symbols in Fig. 3 for the bright point at pixel row 96 (star symbols) and 582 (plus symbols). They de�ne

the height range over whih our �tting de�nes eah model most sensitively, and span the variation between the

di�erent bright points. The left-hand panels shows the nine best-�t models on the standard height sale, the

righthand panel on the ontinuum optial depth sale of eah model individually. The di�erene in horizontal
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Figure 4. Temperature strati�ations of our best-�t bright-point models (9 dotted urves). Left: against height.

Right: against the ontinuum optial depth at 5000

�

A in eah model. The marks designate the loations where

the �tted model temperatures equal the observed brightness temperatures at the wavelengths marked by similar

symbols in Fig. 3, respetively for spetrogram pixel rows 96 (stars) and 582 (plusses). The HSRA-SP-M (solid)

and PLA (dash-dot) models are added for omparison.

Figure 5. Segment of a snapshot from a numerial magne-

toonvetion simulation by [4℄, seleted beause it ontains

a strong near-vertial magneti �eld onentration reminis-

ent of an idealized uxtube. Lighter greysale shades or-

respond to �eld strengths above 2000, 1500, 1000, 500, 200,

and 10 Gauss, respetively. Solid urves: magneti �eld

lines. Dotted urves: isotherms labeled with their temper-

ature value in units of 1000 K.
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Figure 6. Comparison between bright point models and nu-

merial simulation. Dotted urves: values along snapshot

olumns as spei�ed by their olumn numbers in Fig. 5.

Thin dashed urves: average over the plotted simulation

olumns. Thik dashed urves: average of the 9 best-�t

bright point models. First panel: temperature strati�a-

tions. Solid: HSRA-SP-M model. Seond panel: magneti

�eld strengths.

displaement from the HSRA-SP-M at T � 6500 K de�nes the Wilson depression of about 200 km. The nine

best-�t models are quite similar. They all show a smooth outward temperature deline utting through the

hump in the PLA model.

COMPARISON WITH NUMERICAL SIMULATION.

Fig. 5 shows a snapshot from a numerial two-dimensional magnetoonvetion simulation by the late A.S. Gadun

desribed in detail in [4℄ and also employed in [6℄.

The snapshot is a utout part of the vertial simulation plane at a loation and time where a well-developed,

sizable magneti element exists whih resembles an idealized magneti uxtube in its �eld strength and in being

fairly straight and vertial. The greysale oding represents magneti �eld strength, the solid urves magneti

�eld lines, the dotted urves isotherms. The diameter of the magneti element ranges from 50 km to 200 km

depending on ontour hoie.

The simulated uxtube is ompared to our bright-point measurements in Fig. 6, respetively plotting tem-

perature strati�ations (�rst panel), �eld strati�ations (seond panel). In eah, the dotted urves are the

simulation strati�ations along the adjaent olumns 92{96, marked by their olumn number as spei�ed along

the top of Fig. 5. The thin dashed urve in eah panel is the spatial average over these magneti-element

olumns.

The dotted urves for olumn 74 sample a loation without muh magneti �eld, as representative of the

outside quiet sun. The HSRA-SP-M is added for omparison in the �rst panel. Of ourse, the latter represents

a spatial average over granulation whereas olumn 74 is just one sample through a granule interior. It indeed

shows an updraft and is hotter than HSRA-SP-M below the surfae while ooler higher up.

The thik dashed urve in eah panel is the orresponding average over the 9 best-�t bright point models. The

overall orrespondene between the best-�t models and the simulation strati�ations is quite good with respet

to temperature and �eld strength. Both the values and the gradients onur rather well. If the simulation is

taken to be realisti, the agreement implies that our spetra are representative of omparable magneti elements

in the real sun without too muh resolution loss. Obviously the temperature gradients aross the simulated

uxtube produe appreiable variation between adjaent olumns whih are only 35 km (less than 0.1 arse)
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Figure 7. Comparison between bright point models and RE modeling. Left: against height. Right: against

ontinuum optial depth at 5000

�

A in eah model. Thik dashed urve: mean of our 9 best-�t bright point

models. Thin dashed urve: RE model for T

e�

= 6200 K. Dotted: standard solar RE model for T

e�

= 5777 K.

The HSRA-SP-M (solid) and PLA (dash-dot) models are again added for omparison.

apart and thus remains unresolved at our resolution (even though the Ca II K wings should render it faithfully

at some modulation response thanks to LTE response).

COMPARISON WITH RE MODELING.

In Fig. 7 we ompare our best-�t bright point models with standard plane-parallel radiative-equilibrium (RE)

modeling. The thik dashed urve is the mean of our best-�t models. The solid and dot-dashed urves are

again the HSRA-SP-M and PLA models, for omparison. Two RE models are added, for T

e�

= 5777 K (thin

dashed) and T

e�

= 5777 K (dotted), respetively, with solar values for the other parameters (log g = 4:44, solar

abundanes). They were kindly omputed by Ya. V. Pavlenko using his modi�ation ([8℄) of the ATLAS12

ode.

Comparison shows that HSRA-SP-M is lose to RE above log �

5

� 0, on�rming the well-known property of

the solar photosphere to by-and-large obey radiative equilbrium, as established originally by [10℄. The hotter RE

model, of whih the e�etive temperature is seleted to reprodue that of the bright-point average, is nearly the

same above log �

5

� �0:4. This suggests that also uxtube photospheres obey radiative equilibrium, i.e. that

the non-radiative heating whih auses the K

2

emission peaks observed in Fig. 3 sets in only at larger height.

Below the surfae both the outside HSRA-SP-M and the mean bright-point interior models have shallower

temperature gradients than the RE models.

CONCLUSION

The extended wings of Ca II H&K provide relatively straightforward diagnostis of the temperature strat-

i�ation in the solar photosphere. We have used them to diagnose nine individual bright points desribing

individual magneti elements in a plage area near a sunspot by trial-and-error �tting of high-resolution Ca II K

spetrograms. Our main results are that the averaged behavior orresponds well with a strong-�eld uxtube-like

magneti onentration in a magnetoonvetion simulaton (Fig. 6), that the energy balane in these elements

appears to be lose to radiative equilibrium throughout the photosphere (Fig. 7)
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